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Cartagena Meeting Guide [PDF, 1.7 MB]
Cartagena de Indias, a city which transfers us back to history when it was the epicentre of regular attacks from pirates and bucaneers, defending their walls with admirable heroism which gave this city the name of "Cartagena, La Heroica". Within these walls you will find the Historical Centre of "Cartagena". In 1984, Cartagena's colonial walled city and fortress were designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Today, Cartagena is the fifth largest urban area in Colombia, and a centre of economic activity in the Caribbean region. More ... 
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About Cartagena


'La Heroica', the Heroic City, Cartagena de Indias is located in a bay on the Caribbean Sea.
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Schedule


What's happening throughout the week, including session overviews and agenda information.
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General Info


Airport, Taxis, Cuisine, Emergency numbers, and answers to other frequently asked questions.
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Travel & Visa


Find out if you need a travel visa or request an invitation letter.
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Venue & Hotels


Take advantage of low group rates for ICANN attendees  - Book Early!
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Maps


Find your way around the city or locate a meeting room at the venue.










About the Host
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.CO Internet S.A.S. is the Registry Operator for the .CO top-level domain. Established pursuant to the laws and policies promulgated by the government of the Republic of Colombia, the .CO Registry was formed by a strategic venture between Arcelandia S.A., a wholly owned Colombian company, and Neustar, Inc., the world leading provider of global registry and managed DNS services.     Serving as a steward of both the local and global Internet community,  the .CO Registry is responsible for administering, operating and promoting the .CO domain both nationally and internationally. .CO is the new web address that gives individuals, organizations and businesses a truly global, recognizable, and credible option for branding their online presence.  It’s the online space where possibility meets opportunity and the world's next great enterprises will have a home.
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